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Summary:
While the news reports concerning hurricanes, flood damages and the travesty that was put upon

With reports varying upwards of 600,000 vehicles damaged by floodwaters, these cars and trucks
It´s easy to let your guard down with out much media publicity, but used car buyers should be
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While the news reports concerning hurricanes, flood damages and the travesty that was put upon

With reports varying upwards of 600,000 vehicles damaged by floodwaters, these cars and trucks
It´s easy to let your guard down with out much media publicity, but used car buyers should be

A couple of common issues that have surfaced, that you should be aware of, is sellers attempti

Another common issue is sellers changing license plate frames or adding an emblem from another

The question remains, what steps should a consumer take to minimize their risk of purchasing o

Check the National Insurance Crime Bureau´s web site at www.nicb.org, they have compiled a lis

Also run an online history report, once again, this database may not be all-inclusive, but it´

Knowledge Is King, and it can´t have more meaning than in your quest for a quality used automo

·Inspect for grass and debris around the radiator, underneath around the frame, front and rear
·Check for standing waterlines in the engine compartment, rear firewall area, and even inside

·Mildew smell inside due to wet carpeting and padding indicate the possibility water intrusion
·Inspect connectors and wiring for signs of corrosion, physically disconnect a few connectors

·Look for rusted bolts and metal components, particularly underneath seats where water has bee
·Inspect for windows fogging up on the inside after the vehicle has sat overnight, this is an
·Inspect trunk area for waterlines, corroded connectors and wiring.

With a keen eye and a little knowledge you can minimize the risk of spending thousands of doll

Usedcarwise.com offers a comprehensive ˆhow to˜ course designed to educate the average consume

For more information visit the web site at www.usedcarwise.com or call toll free 1 866 374 WIS
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